Archive of SCNR Events – June 2011 to November 2012

8 November 2012 – Meeting on Malthus 4 – 6pm
14 September 2012 – SYMPOSIUM: Members’ research presentations and AGM
20 April 2012 – FIELD TRIP: Bodleian Library 19th-Century Handpress Printing Workshop
17 April 2012 – STUDY GROUP: meeting on the history of emotions, and examples of papers from the Wellington Archive
28 February 2012 – STUDY GROUP: meeting on Verdi and the politics of opera
7 December 2011 – STUDY GROUP: meeting on the use of music and song in Romantic literature
21 September – STUDY GROUP: using Geographic Information Systems for 19th-century research
8 June 2011 – STUDY GROUP: meeting on Walter Houghton’s The Victorian Frame of Mind